1. Introduction, Recently, Besicovitch [l] 1 has exhibited a surface of the form £=ƒ(#, y) for which sequences of inscribed polyhedra, corresponding to triangulations into nearly isosceles right triangles, do not converge in area to the area of the surface. On the other hand, for surfaces defined by functions ƒ (#, y) which are absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli this paper shows (see Theorem I) that in a statistical sense sequences of inscribed polyhedra that arise from triangulations which are successive refinements and which consist of right triangles of any preassigned shape (exactly isosceles, for example) will converge in area to the area of the surface. For surfaces of a more general class (defined by functions which are absolutely continuous in the sense of Young, see below) analogous but somewhat weaker theorems (see Theorems II and III) are proved.
In order to state the results more precisely let us consider the following definitions. Let Ç 0 denote the unit square Og#gl, Ogy^l. Let 3 denote the continuous surface defined by the continuous function z~f(x f y) for -oo <#< +co, -oo<y< + oo. Suppose that f(x f y) is periodic of period one in x and in y. The results of this paper are valid for a continuous function defined only on Qo since by extension of definition and a suitable change of scale (see Saks [8, p. 170] ) the above conditions can be satisfied. Let D n°( u, v) , for Ogw^l and Ogpgl, denote a subdivision of Ço into rectangles formed by the lines x = u+i/n and y -v+i/n where i takes on all integral values (positive, negative, and zero) which give lines across Q 0 . Let (x', y')> (x\ y") y (#", y'), and (x", y") denote the vertices of a generic rectangle with x 1 <x n and y 1 <y". Let 
where E(P n ) is the area of the polyhedron P n in the elementary sense and the greatest lower bound is taken over all sequences of polyhedra P n :z~p n (x, y)y {x, y)EQo, such that p n (x, y) converges uniformly on Ço to f(x, y). We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the definitions of bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli (BVT) and absolute continuity in the sense of Tonelli (ACT) (see, for example, Saks The term ACY is justified by the fact that L. C. Young [9] first formulated this condition and made an important application of it.
The following theorems will be proved in this paper.
THEOREM I. Iff(x, y) is A CT on Ço then for every increasing sequence {»<}«li of positive integers such that n% divides ni+ifor all i we have lim A[p7(f; u, v)] -ACS)
for almost every (u, v) In the study of the area of nonparametric surfaces various people have imposed conditions of regularity on the triangulations considered. Inspection of the proofs which follow will show that the subdivision D n°( u, v) may be replaced by a subdivision Z> wn°( w, v) arising from m intervals in the x-direction and n in the y-direction, and the theorems analogous to those above but stated for squares Q(u, v) (cf. §2) would still be valid. In order to give theorems valid on Ço Lemma 1 (cf. §2) requires that m/n and n/m both be bounded (also see Radó [5] ).
If in the above definition of the Lebesgue area of a surface S we further require that the polyhedra be inscribed in 5 we obtain a quantity A* (5) , and clearly A*(S)*zA (5) . The question of when A(S)=A*(S) has been called the Problem of Geöcze. It has been proved (see Huskey [2] , for example) that A(S) ~A*(S) if ƒ(#, y) is ACT on Q 0 . Theorem I implies more than this, namely, that almost every sequence constructed as above converges in area to A(S) if f(x, y) is ACT on Qo.
The fundamental, and so far unsolved, problem here is whether just continuity of ƒ
(#, y) implies A(S)=A*(S). Radó [5] has shown in this general case that A*(S) ^2 ll2 A (S). It has been shown (Huskey [3]) that if ƒ(*, y) is ACY on Q 0 then A(S)=A*(S).
Theorems II and III show that somewhat more than this is true.
By the inequality
A(S) â lim inf A [Po(/; u, v)] g lim inf A [P?(f; u, v)] -A(S)
n a we see that Theorem III implies Theorem II. However, independent proofs are given here. It is hoped that this presentation will encourage some reader to attack successfully the general case described above.
Preliminary. Let Q(u, v) denote the square u^x^u+1, v^y^v+1.
Let D n (u, v) denote a subdivision of Q(u, v) into n 2 congruent squares. Let S(u $ v) denote the surface defined by z~f(x, y), ( S(u, v) and which corresponds to the subdivision D n (u, v) (see  §1) . By boundary triangles of P n (f; u, v) we mean triangles which have at least one vertex on the edge of S (u, v 
x, y)ÇzQ(u, v). Let P n (f) u, v) denote the polyhedron inscribed in

(f; u, v) ] =A (S) for almost every (u, v) GQo) and lim a A [P net (f î u, v)]~A(S)
for almost every (w, tf)£(?o.
LEMMA 2. If the measurable function g n (x, y) is periodic in x of period 1/n and } likewise, periodic in y of period \/n y then for any increasing sequence {#t}r«i such that ni divides ni+ifor all integers i t we have lim inf g ni (x, y) s =a constant for almost every (x, y).
PROOF. (This lemma seems to be well known but knowing of no convenient reference we give the following proof.) Let {ni} be given as described and let (j>(x, y) =lim inf* g ni (x, y). <£(#, y) is periodic in x and in y of period 1/ni for every i. 
